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More on linear models
Blocks – fixed or random

Unbalanced designs

Lecture 9
Biological Statistics III

Ayco Tack

• Blocking
 Are blocks fixed or random effects?

• Random intercept model
 Regression while controlling for a random effect

• Unbalanced ANOVA
 Where we (unfortunately) have to discuss the different types of Sums of Squares

Outline
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Visualizing significance

• # Load libraries
• library(ggplot2)
• library(nullabor)

• ##### Trying package nullabor on student data ############

• ## Importing data
• ##

• setwd("C:/Users/Ayco/Box sync/Desktop/AS_2016/Lecture slides/Lecture1/Data")
• Students = read.delim("Students_data.txt")
• StudentsF <- Students[Students$sex=="F",]

• StudentsM <- Students[Students$sex=="M",]

• ## Plotting relationship for shoe size and height
• ##

• # Relationship shoe size and height
• qplot(shoe_size, height, data = Students) %+%

• lineup(null_permute("shoe_size"), Students) +
• facet_wrap(~ .sample)

• # Here the single plot
• plot(Students$shoe_size, Students$height, col=Students$sex)

• ## Plotting relationship for shoe size and height
• ##

• # Relationship handspan and height
• qplot(handspan, height, data = Students) %+%
• lineup(null_permute("handspan"), Students) +
• facet_wrap(~ .sample)

• plot(Students$handspan, Students$height, col=Students$sex)
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Part I. Block as fixed or random effect
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Are blocks fixed or random effects?
Are blocks random or fixed?

• A factor is fixed if the treatment levels are not chosen randomly

• A factor is random when the levels are chosen at random from a ‘population’

Terminology:

• If both factors are fixed, we have a fixed effects design

• If both factors are random, we have a random effects design

• If one factor is fixed, and the other random, we have a mixed effects design

Does it matter for a two-way ANOVA?

• These distinctions are important: the test statistic used to test the hypotheses in fixed, random and mixed 
effects models may differ:

Table 9.11 in Quinn & Keough
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Are blocks fixed or random effects?

An example with birds as blocks: Six marsh tits took part in an experiment where they 
retrieved hidden seeds from a test arena. Each bird was tested four times: in two trials 

the bird was allowed to preview the arena a while before searching and in the 
remaining two trials there was no previewing.

Are birds better at collecting 
seeds  when they have 
previewed the arena?
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Treat bird as fixed effect

We would conclude that preview has an effect on retrieval and that birds differ in 
retrieval. Note also that the interaction is close to statistical significance.

Source df SS MS F P

Preview 1 66.667 66.667 10.000 0.008

Bird 5 137.833 27.567 4.135 0.020

Preview x Bird 5 101.333 20.267 3.040 0.053

Error 12 80.000 6.667

Total 23 385.833

ANOVA table with Bird as a fixed effect
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Treat bird as random effect

ANOVA table with Bird as a random effect:
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• Preview x Bird is treated as a random effect since Bird is a random effect.

• The lower power comes because we want to generalize beyond the six birds that we used in the study

• When blocks are natural biological entities, e.g. individuals, it is often  appropriate to regard block as a 
random effect; in many cases, artificial blocks, like plots of land, are also seen as random effects, but 
sometimes they are viewed as fixed effects.

Part II. A regression model with a random factor
(Random intercept model)
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Does plant size depend on soil nitrogen?

Data: For each of 120 plants, there is data on 
plant size and soil nitrogen (The R Book, section 19.9)

Analysis:

From these data we get the regression of plant 
size on soil nitrogen:
𝒔𝒊𝒛𝒆 = 𝟗𝟐.𝟓𝟕 + 𝟎. 𝟑𝟓𝟔𝑵

Results: The influence of soil nitrogen on plant 
size seems rather weak (𝑅2 = 0.03), although the 
regression slope is statistically significant (𝑝 =
0.045)

Conclusion: Perhaps other factors than soil 
nitrogen influence plant size?

Does plant size vary with soil nitrogen?
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The data came from different farms

We can fit a random intercept model to the data
fm = lmer(size ~ N + (1 | farm), data=dat)

The command summary(fm) gives us the
estimated variance components and the fixed
effects (the effect of soil nitrogen)

Random effects:
Groups Name Variance Std.Dev.
farm (Intercept) 72.354 8.506
Residual 3.724 1.930
Number of obs: 120, groups: farm, 24

Fixed effects:
Estimate Std. Error t value

(Intercept) 85.56750 2.54065 33.68
N 0.70875 0.09287 7.63

• The variance component for farm is considerably 
greater than that for the residual

• The estimated slope (0.709) is about twice the slope 
(0.356) from the simple regression

• We can use the Anova function (in package car) to 
get 𝑝 < 0.0001, which is a stronger significance 
than before

Could this variation be explained by the 
fact that the data came from different 

farms? 
(5 data points from each of 24 farms)
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A separate slope for each farm?

We can fit a random intercept model to the data
fm = lmer(size ~ N + (N| farm), data=dat)

The command summary(fm) gives us the
estimated variance components and the fixed
effects (the effect of soil nitrogen)

• The variance component for farm is considerably greater 
than that for the residual

• The random slope explains hardly any variation compared to 
the residual

• We can use the Anova function (in package car) to get 𝑝 <
0.0001

Does the relationship between nitrogen 
and plant size differ among farms?
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Part III. Unbalanced designs and 
types of Sums of Squares

(The part that drives everyone mad because the stats gurus disagree, 
have very strong opinions with tough-to-comprehend arguments,

and there are few easy and clear recommendations)
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Unbalanced factorial designs

Balanced factorial design:
• Well done – you ran a biological experiment without losing a single replicate!
• Orthogonality of the factors
• The different types of sums of squares are now equal -> no problems

Unbalanced factorial design:
• Ouch. When the design is unbalanced, the type of SS can give different results
• The different types of sums of squares are not similar anymore
• There is no overall consensus on which type of SS should be used with 

unbalanced designs:
• Most statisticians recommend type III, which is implemented in SAS, SPSS, Statistica 

and others
• R, S-plus and Mathematica use type I
• Some argue for type II

http://www.utstat.utoronto.ca/reid/sta442f/2009/typeSS.pdf
http://www.stats.ox.ac.uk/pub/MASS3/Exegeses.pdf
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Unbalanced ANOVA and 
sums of squares

Type I sums of squares ANOVA table:

Type II sums of squares ANOVA table:

Type III sums of squares ANOVA table:

• For unbalanced data, the tests of main effects depend 
on the type of sums of squares.

• However, in this case the main effects are not really of 
interest to test, because of the nature of the 
interaction.

Unbalanced design, with total 𝑵 = 𝟓𝟕:

NM SC VZ WS

Shrub 5 3 2 6

Tree 2 3 21 15

Does specific leaf area vary among 
functional types and locations?

Quinn & Keough, Table 9.15

Source df SS MS F P

Loc 3 17781 5927 4.92 0.005

Func 1 4442 4442 3.68 0.061

Loc x Func 3 67783 22594 18.74 <0.0001

Error 49 59088 1206

Total 56

Source df SS MS F P

Loc 3 21804 7268 6.03 0.001

Func 1 4442 4442 3.68 0.061

Loc x Func 3 67783 22594 18.74 <0.0001

Error 49 59088 1206

Total 56

Source df SS MS F P

Loc 3 75012 25004 20.74 <0.0001

Func 1 2716 2716 2.25 0.140

Loc x Func 3 67783 22594 18.74 <0.0001

Error 49 59088 1206

Total 56
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A comparison of type I, II and III

Suppose we have a model with two factors and the terms appear in the order A, B, AB. The sums of squares are 
estimated by the different types as follows:

And how they relate in a factorial two-way ANOVA design:

http://www.utstat.utoronto.ca/reid/sta442f/2009/typeSS.pdf

SS(A): Variation explained by A
SS(B): Variation explained by B
SS(A,B): Variation explained by A and B
SS(B|A): Variation explained by B that is not explained by A

R(1): Residual sum of squares fitting only the mean
R(A): Residual sums of squares fitting the main effect of A
R(A,B): Residual sums of squares after fitting both A and B

Effect Balanced

A I=II=III

B I=II=III

AB I=II=III

Unbalanced

I, II, III

I=II, III

I=II=III

Term Type 1 SS

A SS(A) = R(1) - R(A)

B SS(B|A) = R(A) - R(A,B)

AB SS(AB|A,B) = R(A,B) - R(A,B,AB)

Type 2 SS

SS(A|B) = R(B) - R(A,B)

SS(B|A) = R(A) - R(A,B)

SS(AB|A,B) = R(A,B) - R(A,B,AB)

Type 3 SS

SS(A|B,AB) = R(B,AB) - R(A,B,AB)

SS(B|A,AB) = R(A,AB) - R(A,B,AB)

SS(AB|A,B) = R(A,B) - R(A,B,AB)
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Sums of Squares type I

Type I (Sequential):  
• The SS for each factor in the model is the improvement in the error SS when the 

factor is added to the model; this process is done in the order you specified in the 
model

• The order matters: if we have correlated variables in a regression, or an unbalanced 
factoral design, the results differ depending on which factor is entered first into the 
model. 

Pros:
• The sums of squares for all the effects add up to 

the total SS. In the case of correlations among 
predictor variables, or unbalanced designs, this 
does not always hold for the other types of sums 
of squares

• Preferable when some factors should be taken out 
before other factors

Cons:
• The order of the variables matters! (Remember 

the example of the regression of Weight on Left 
and Right leg length?)

• If you fit an unbalanced two-way ANOVA, one with 
A first, one with B first, the type I SS can differ 
between the two models

http://www.utstat.utoronto.ca/reid/sta442f/2009/typeSS.pdf

R-code:
anova(fm)
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Sums of Squares type II

Type II (Hierarchical or partially sequential):  
• The SS for each factor in the model is the improvement in the error SS when adding 

the term to the model AFTER all other terms, except those that contain it (i.e. 
before the interaction containing the factor). The interaction is entered into the 
model when all the involved factors are included in the model. 

Pros:
• Appropriate for model building, and a natural 

choice for regression
• Most powerful when there is no interaction
• Same result irrespective of the order in which 

factors are specified in the model

Cons:
• Decomposed SS may not add up to total SS
• For unbalanced designs (i.e. factorial designs with 

unequal sample sizes), type II sums of squares test 
hypotheses that are complex functions of the 
number of replicates

http://www.utstat.utoronto.ca/reid/sta442f/2009/typeSS.pdf

R-code:
library(car)
Anova(fm)
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Sums of Squares type III

Type III (marginal or orthogonal):  
• The SS for each factor in the model is the improvement in the error SS when adding 

the term to the model AFTER all other terms (also after the interaction). The result 
is the same as what would be obtained in type I SS when the factor enters the 
model as the last one.

Pros:
• Independent of sample sizes (e.g. unbalanced 

designs with different numbers of replicates in 
each group)

• Some argue it allows interpretation of the main 
effects (others strongly oppose)

• Same result irrespective of the order in which 
factors are specified in the model

Cons:
• Decomposed SS may not add up to total SS
• Not appropriate for designs with missing cells (but 

neither are type I and II; if you have missing cells, 
you may look into type IV)

http://www.utstat.utoronto.ca/reid/sta442f/2009/typeSS.pdf

R-code:
library(car)
Anova(fm,contrasts=list(topic=contr.sum, sys=contr.sum), type=3)
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Discussion tomorrow

Preparation for tomorrow: 
Read this short (short) blog post on the use of ANOVAs in Ecology

https://dynamicecology.wordpress.com/2014/10/02/interpreting-anova-interactions-and-model-selection/

Dont’t worry if you get confused by the comments in the comment field!

Related reading and information

• Quinn & Keough: Sections 9.2, 10.3–10.10
• Crawley: Section 19.9
• https://mcfromnz.wordpress.com/2011/03/02/anova-type-iiiiii-ss-explained/
• http://www.utstat.utoronto.ca/reid/sta442f/2009/typeSS.pdf
• http://www.stats.ox.ac.uk/pub/MASS3/Exegeses.pdf
• http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1365-2656.2009.01634.x/full
• More light-hearted reading: http://accidental-art.tumblr.com/
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